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Abstract—We describe a “molecular” evolutionary algorithm
that can be implemented in DNA computing in vitro to learn the
recently-proposed hypernetwork model of cognitive memory. The
molecular learning process is designed to make it possible to
perform wet-lab experiments using DNA molecules and bio-lab
tools. We present the bio-experimental protocols for selection,
amplification
and
mutation
operators
for
evolving
hypernetworks. We analyze the convergence properties of the
molecular evolutionary algorithms on simulated DNA computers.
The performance of the algorithms is demonstrated on the task of
simulating the cognitive process of learning a language model
from a drama corpus to identify the style of an unknown drama.
We also discuss other applications of the molecular evolutionary
algorithms. In addition to their feasibility in DNA computing,
which opens a new horizon of in vitro evolutionary computing,
the molecular evolutionary algorithm provides unique properties
that are distinguished from conventional evolutionary algorithms
and makes a new addition to the arsenal of tools in evolutionary
computation.
Keywords-molecular evolutionary algorithms, molecular
evolutionary learning; DNA computing; hypernetwork; cognitive
memory simualtion

I.

INTRODUCTION

DNA molecules were verified as being useful materials in
many fields. Many people showed the great interests in the
ability of DNA molecules for information processing
[1][2][3][4][5]. Adleman suggested that the DNA molecules
can be used for computing devices by a solving complex
combinatorial problem such as the Hamiltonian path problem
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[6]. DNA molecules are hybridized in massively parallel
manner in test tubes. Even though each operation step is slower
than the conventional computer, DNA computing can be faster
if the coding of DNA sequences is well designed. After the
report of Adleman, Baum recognized that the hybridization
reaction of DNA molecules could be regarded as an associative
and content addressable memory of immense capabilities [7].
Chen at al. showed that the associative memory and recall
process can be implemented by DNA molecules [8]. In fact,
content-addressable memories are widely used in a lot of
computer contexts as in information retrieval, data
compression, and database acceleration [9][10][11]. Contentaddressable memory is also an important part of the human
intelligence [12][13][14]. With these ideas, DNA molecules are
attractive materials to realize a human-like intelligence through
molecular machine learning.
The hypernetworks model is a molecular evolutionary
architecture for human-like machine learning and cognitive
memory [15]. A hypernetworks is a probabilistic graphical
model based on hypergraph which consists of weighted
hyperedges. Each hyperedge contains several vertices as
features. The hypernetworks is trained by an evolutionary
process using the DNA molecular operations of matching,
selection, and amplification [15][16][17]. The hyperedges in
hypernetworks are the molecular individuals. The weight of a
hyperedge corresponds to the number of DNA molecule
representing that hyperedge. Therefore the probability density
of the hyperedges represents the population of DNA molecules.
The hypernetworks model was inspired by molecular
computing and theoretically realized in terms of molecular selfassembly [18]. However, previous works of molecular
hypernetworks were implemented only in silico [18] [19]. We
present improved and detailed in vitro experimental design for
implementing molecular hypernetworks learning.

In this paper, we present a design of in vitro evvolutionary DNA
hypernetworks and in silico simulation for that design. The
initial hypernetworks library consists off random DNA
sequences, i.e., random hyperedges. Each varriable or word in
the training example would be replaced bby nucleic acids
alphabets. Every DNA hyperedge has special tag sequences to
bind the two complementary DNA hyperedges during training.
The random hyperedges in the initial library arre matched to the
hyperedges in the training examples and thhen separated by
nanoparticles and electrophoresis. Separatedd hyperedges are
amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR
R) machine. After
the amplification step, the hyperedges are iinserted into the
initial library and the number of hyperedges in the library is
normalized. After repeating the trainingg process, the
hypernetworks can be used as a molecular estimator. In the
estimation step, DNA queries from an unknnown corpus are
matched to the hyperedges of the trainedd hypernetworks.
Between the two classes of the hypernetworks, we can estimate
that the class with more matched hyperedgess is probably the
class of the unknown corpus.
To test the reliability of above procedures, wee programmed an
in silico simulator. The number of copiess of each DNA
hyperedge was determined by an evolutionary learning process.
The target of the evolutionary process is the ddensity estimation
of the probability distribution of a corpuss. Each class of
hypernetworks can be learned in an unsuperrvised manner. A
corpus style estimation problem can be solvedd with the trained
hypernetworks. We have investigated the coognitive learning
problem using TV series “Friends” and “Prrison break” via
simulation study. Each drama corpus was traained by in silico
simulator. The weight distribution of a hypernetworks
represents the probability distribution of the sccripts from one of
the two TV series, and they can be used ass an estimator to
determine the style of an unknown corpus.. The simulation
results show that the DNA hypernetworks pperforms learning
and estimation efficiently and has the prroperty of usual
machine learning algorithms.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
basic concepts of hypernetworks and evolutioonary learning of
molecular hypernetworks. We present the DNA
A hypernetworks
algorithm both in the in vitro and in silico aspeects. In section 3,
the results of the simulation and the discussioon are presented.
Conclusions and future works are described in Section 4.
II.

RNETWORK
BASIC ARCHITECTURE OF HYPER

A hypernetwork is a probabilistic graphical model based on
hypergraph models inspired by massively paarallel DNA selfassembly process [15][20]. A hypernetwork H is defined as
triple H = (X, E, W), where X = {x1, x2, . . ., xi}, E = {E1, E2, . . .,
Ei}, and W = {w1,w2, . . .,wi} are the sets of vertices,
hyperedges, and weights, respectively. A verteex is a value of a
attribute and a hyperedge is the combinatioon of vertices. A
hyperedge can contain more than two verticess. The number of
vertices in a hyperedges is called order oor cardinality. A
hyperedge of order k is referred to as k-hypereddge.

Figure 1. A hypergraph with four hypereedges. The orders of hyperedges
E1, E2, E3, and E4 are 3, 4, 3 and, 2 respectiively.

A hypernetwork can be consid
dered as a probabilistic
associative memory to store the partt of a data set D = {x ( n ) }nN=1 ,
(n)
where x denotes the n-th patterrn to store. The energy of
hypernetwork is defined as
| E|

ε (x( n ) ) = −∑ wi f i (x( n ) )

(1)

i =1

The function f is defined as an indicator function which yields
(n)
1 in case that a hyperedge matchess x , otherwise 0. Given a
data set D = {x ( n ) }nN=1 , pattern retriieval probability P(D|h) is
defined as follows:
N

P( D | h) = ∏ P(x ( n ) | h)
n =1

N
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⎫
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⎭⎭⎪
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where h is a given hypernetwork
k and Z(h) is a partition
function which is defined as followss:
⎧ | E *|
⎫
(3)
Z ( h) = ∑ exp ⎨ β ∑ wk f k (x ( n ) ) ⎬
⎩ k =1
⎭
x ( n ) ∈D
where E* is set of every possible co
ombination of vertices from
a data set.
For the classification problem
ms, given a date set
(n)
( n) N
,
P
(
D
|
h
)
can
be
de
efined
as follows:
D = {x , y }n =1

N

P( D | h) = ∏ P(x( n ) , y ( n ) | h)
n =1
N

= ∏ P( y
n =1

( n)

(n)

| x , h) P (x

(4)
(n)

| h)

Here, y(n) is class label for the n-th pattern. Because
P ( y ( n ) | x ( n ) , h) is the probability off correct label prediction for
a given pattern and hypernetwork,, the probability is defined
for all data instances as follow:

1 N
(5)
∑{1 − δ ( yˆ (n) , y (n) )}
N n =1
where yˆ ( n ) is the predicted label for the giveen pattern by the
model h such that δ ( yˆ ( n ) , y ( n ) ) = (yˆ ( n ) − y ( n ) ) 2 .
P( y | x, h) =

III.

DNA COMPUTER PROTOCOL FOR
R LEARNING
HYPERNETWORKS

A DNA hypernetwork is represented as a coollection of DNA
hyperedges in a micro tube. Each vertex of the hyperedge is
encoded by DNA oligonucleotide sequennces. The DNA
hyperedges are regarded as a chromosome or a solution in
terms of an evolutionary algorithm. The fittness function is
realized in the selection steps in the experrimental learning
algorithm. We can choose the hyperedge whichh is closest to the
training solution in the selection step. The struccture of the DNA
hyperedge is shown in Figure 2. The directionn of DNA strands
from 5’ to 3’ is representing by the arrow
whead. The DNA
hyperedge is a single-stranded DNA consiists of attributes
(vertexes) and tag sequences. The tags are used to identify
training hyperedges and test hyperedges in traaining process. A
brief learning algorithm of in vitro DNA hyypernetwork is as
follows:

Figure 2. DNA structure of hyperedge. T1 and T2 aree tag sequences that
used to bind training or test hyperedges by complementary hybridization.
Each attribute is represented by a unique DNA sequencce.

* Learning algorithm of In vitro DNA hypeernetwork
1) Initial step
Generate random DNA library (initiall library) H of
|
1, … ,
hyperedges , i.e. H =
. The attribute
region of the hyperedges in the initial libraary will be coded
by random DNA sequences (vertex regionss). They have the
same T1 and T2 sequences.
2) Training step
Given a training data set D =

|

|

1, … ,

.

For d = 1 to N
{Get a training sample and generate a collection of
=
1, … ,
hyperedges
2.1) Hybridization (library + training hyperredges)
Hybridize DNA hyperedges in hypernetw
work library H (at
first, the library of random hyperedges) with training
hyperedges .
2.2) Selection of the hybridized hyperedge duplexes
Arrange the hybridized DNA hyperedges bby size using the
electrophoresis. Select the duplex of perrfect or partially
mismatched DNA hyperedges (double-strranded DNA) by

gel electrophoresis into
. Th
he selection criterion is a
fitness function in this algorithm
m.
2.3) PCR step
Amplify the selected hyperedg
ges
into
using PCR
machine. In this step, tag or com
mplementary tag sequences
(T1, T2c) are used as primer
2.4) Separation of the amplified hyperedges
Separate only the amplified hyp
peredges
which have the
same direction as the hyperedgees in initial library by bead
filtering.
2.5) Update the library
Update the library H by adding
g the separated hyperedges
to produce the new library H.
H
2.6) Normalization the library
The scale of the hypernetwork liibrary H will be normalized
by serial dilution technique.
}
Molecular learning starts with an
n initial library of random
hyperedges. All the single-stranded DNA hyperedges have the
same structure with tag sequencess at the ends, and attribute
sequences in the middle in the samee order. In the training step,
a certain amount of DNA hyperedges are moved to a new
micro tube. Training hyperedges need
n
to be extracted from
training data for hybridization with
h initial library. If a DNA
code of attribute ‘v1’ in the library is AATGC, its
complementary DNA code is GCAT
TT (both sequences are 5’ to
3’), and it is expressed attribute ‘v1
1c’ in a training hyperedge.
The hybridization scheme is shown in figure 3.
A large number of hyperedges will be matched simultaneously
in the tube. This operation is a proccess of information retrieval
by parallel matching, but it is not accomplished
a
by looking up
an address. These hybridization reeactions are fundamentally
content-addressable. While figure 3 shows only a type of
perfect match, there are three typees of partial mismatches in
hybridization step. When we seleect the matched hyperedge
duplex in the separation step, we can divide hyperedges of
perfect matched from partially mismatched
m
ones because
partially mismatched hyperedges move slower than perfect
matched ones in gel electroph
horesis. If the partially
mismatched are not allowed in selecction step, the hypernetwork
is made up of only perfectly matched hyperedges.

Figure 3. Hybridization in training step. If a hyperedgge in the library has
the same attributes as a hyperedge in the training dataa, they will perfectly
match each other. (v1c has a complementary sequence tto v1)

Figure 5. Hypernetwork update process.. The amplified hyperedges are
inserted to the hypernetwork library.

After the update process, we can
c
perform the training
repeatedly. The experimental techniques
t
of matching,
selection, and amplification whicch are used in the entire
process of the algorithm are kinds of
o evolutionary operators. In
the course of the evolutionary
y learning process, the
hypernetwork gradually approaches the target distribution.
IV.
Figure 4. Different types of mismatches. A hybridizzed hyperedge with
more mismatches moves more slowly in the gel separration step. (a) Just
one mismatched attribute. (b) Two mismatched aattributes. (c) Fully
mismatched.

However, if we allow partially mismatched hyperedges, the
hypernetwork library can be updated with new hyperedges
which may not exist in the training data. The sselection measure
is a fitness function of this algorithm. We expeect that a mixture
of hyperedges with perfect matches and paartial mismatches
with just one attribute would be a more optim
mal solution in the
hypernetwork population. We can also thinkk of the selection
operation as a kind of mutation process. Theyy can change the
structure of hypernetworks and can affect the evolution of
hypernetwork library. Selected hyperedges aare amplified by
PCR machine in the amplification step. Sppecially designed
primers, conjugated with beads for filtering, aare inserted at the
PCR step. After amplification, the copied hyperedges are
filtered by bead separation technique. We wantt to select in only
one direction of single-stranded DNA strandss, which have the
same type of the hyperedges in the library, byy this purification
step. The update process carried out usiing the purified
hyperedges shown in figure 5.

SIMULATION ALGORITH
HM OF LEARNING DNA
HYPERNETWO
ORKS

We made the DNA hypernetwork learning algorithm by
applying the Metropolis algorithm
m [21] for our simulation
study:
1) Set initial library = random seequences
2) Randomly select K inputs fro
om the training data with an
accept probability Pacc
3) Alternate input with probabiliity Pal

{

}

Pal = min 1, exp ( − β × Δh ⋅ [ ΔA])
1
β=
kT
k : Boltzmann consttant
T : Absolute temperrature
A = extent of altern
nation
h = distance measuure
4) If input ∈ library

Increase weight of corresponding
g element in the library

else
{library} = {input}

∪ {libbrary}

5) Sort element of the library acccording to their weights.
6) While population of the librarry exceeds POPmax

Dispose elements with least weight
7) Iterate step 2 through 6
The step 1) is same process as the initial step in molecular
learning protocol. Similarly, we transferred the molecular
training steps as step 2) to 7). In step 3), alternation is
important step in simulating partial mismatches of DNA
hyperedges. For example of cognitive learning, consider the
input string (hyperedge) = ‘I love you’, and the alternate strings
= {‘we love you’, ’I love him’, ‘you love me’…}. For in vitro
experiments, there is every possible sequence of hyperedges
and every possible alternate should be generated. But in our
simulation, the generation is restricted because of the lack of
computer memory. If we assume there are 40000 words in
human language, we can alternate a three words string such as
‘I love you’ allowing an alternation of only one word. Then the
12
result would be 64 × 10 kinds of hyperedges which are almost
impossible to simulate on digital computer. This is why we use
“don’t care” symbol *. If “don’t care” symbol appears, there
can be any possible words. Strings with don’t care symbol can
be regarded as follows,
'I ∗ you' = {'I ∗ you' | ∗ ∈ Every words in language} .

Pal can be regarded as a probability of a partial mismatch or a
perfect match. And also can be viewed as a fitness function in a
genetic algorithm. We cannot simulate the real procedure of
chemical reactions in silico, which is the different case in the
molecular algorithm. On the contrary to the initial step of
learning algorithms of in vitro DNA hypernetwork, we do not
create a random initial library. This is because the memory in
the computer is relatively small compared to that of DNA
computer. For this reason we merely assume there is random
library at the initial step of computer simulation. We used
Hamming distance h to calculate the distances from matched
hyperedges in training process. The distance between perfectly
matched hyperedges is zero and between partially mismatched
hyperedges is just one attribute in order 3 hyperedges. The
temperature T was regarded as a constant to reduce simulation
time. We also restrict library size to POPmax for the same
reason. Limiting POPmax and accepting input with probability

Pacc corresponds to the dilution process in the DNA
computing, since dilution eliminates insignificant elements in
the library.
V.

SIMULATION RESULTS ANS DISCUSSION

For the simulation study, we used two corpora American TV
drama “Friends” and “Prison break” [22]. Each corpus is
composed of whole season of the drama scripts. We
preprocessed the sentences of the scripts for training and test
data in the simulation study. Each hyperedge (phrase) is
extracted from consecutive positions in the sentence.

Figure 6. The learning curve of the simulation study of DNA
hypernetworks model. The result shows the expected performance of
molecular learning. The blue line indicates the corpus style estimation
result of test set. The graph shows a steady upward learning curve. On the
contrary the training graph shows a sharp increase.

The process of extracting hyperedges was performed by
moving a 3-order window to the right in a word-by-word
manner. For example, given the sentence ‘A new cabinet has
been formed’, four hyperedges of order-three can be extracted,
generating ‘A new cabinet’, ‘new cabinet has’, ‘cabinet has
been’, and ‘has been formed’. In the simulation study, we use
only 50,000 hyperedges in each corpus to adjust the balance. In
fact, the cognitive learning process is a sort of an unsupervised
learning (we don’t use the class information in training step).
Therefore, we need criteria for judging the score of
performance. The DNA hypernetworks trained from different
class data can be used as corpus style estimators. The evolving
DNA hypernetworks takes after the style of the training drama
corpus. Using the hypernetworks, we can carry out a series of
test to estimate the drama style of some unknown drama
sentences. The data was divided into training and test sets. The
80% of the total was included in the training set. Two
hypernetwork was trained with the molecular learning
algorithm, one with the Friends and one with Prison Break.
Then, the learned hyperedges were compared with those in the
test set. Accuracy refers to the number of test hyperedges that
were correctly classified as either Friends or Prison Break. The
simulation was repeated 5 times and the accuracies averaged.
The simulations were performed to show their molecular
learning properties and estimation performances.
Figure 6 shows the change of accuracies over generations in the
corpus style estimation tasks. The training accuracy increased
and saturated early and the testing accuracy was comparatively
slower. In the training, we showed the test hyperedges (for the
estimation) obtained from training data. But in the testing case,
we showed really test hyperedges which were not used in
training data. We did not compare our algorithm with other
machine learning algorithms. The reason is because the others
have a very little chance to realize the molecular learning
properties. The highly ranked hyperedges after the simulation
are shown in figure 9. At a glance, it is rather hard to notice the
difference between the hyperedges of “Friends” and “Prison
Break”. This is due to two reasons. First, the most frequent
patterns are likely to be uniformly distributed in human
language. And second, this model maintains about 20000 or
more hyperedges in a population that is much smaller than in

DNA computing. Every one of them particippates to model a
language corpus. We did observe interresting patterns.
Hyperedges such as ‘oh my god’ appeared too be dominant in
“Friends” while was not in “Prison Break”. Seeventh hyperedge
from the top in “Prison Break” was ‘out of heere’ and it seems
to represent the TV show well. Figure 7 sshows that slight
variations of partially mismatched strings w
were capable of
modeling delicate features of human language corpora.

Figure 8.The diversity of the populatio
on of each hypernetwork.

Figure 8 shows population diverssity of the hypernetworks
versus epoch without the limits on maximum population or
accept probability. The tendency in
n this graph is because we
count the hyperedges as one with “d
don’t care” in them. This is
in fact not the same in the case of molecular
m
learning. Because
hyperedges with “don’t care” represent all the partially
mismatched hyperedges, the numb
ber of which is the size of
word dictionary. So, the size of diversity will grow
exponentially in case of DNA computing.
Figure 7. The learning curve for different selection p
processes. When we
allow the partial mismatches, the estimation perfoormance is slightly
changed.

Also it shows a comparison between aaccepting partial
mismatches or allowing perfect matches in thhe selection step.
Allowing partial mismatch shows better results because
accepting partially mismatched hyperedges will result in a
much more diverse population through mutatiion. It shows that
allowing partial mismatches in the selection sttep is an essential
process for molecular machine learning.

Figure 10. The accuracy curve for diffferent size of the population.

The accuracy curves for different sizes
s
of the populations are
shown in figure 10. The training data
d
were randomly drawn
from 10000 hyperedges and 1000 teest data from another corpus

Figure 9. T
The highly ranked hyperedges after learning 100 epochs.

of 10000 hyperedges. All the other param
meters except the
population size are fixed. We can observe thhat as population
grows, the accuracy increases. This is becausee diversity comes
with population size. However it is impossiblee to simulate on a
computer the size of the population in moolecular learning
systems. We can estimate that it will show better results on
molecular DNA hypernetworks even with treemendous size of
data. Early convergence on this graph is due to the high accept
probability. With high accept probability thhe model learns
faster with the risk of trapping in local optim
ma. It will cause a
fluctuation effect on the learning curve.

Figure 11. The accuracy and rate of partially mism
matches hyperedges
curves for different population size.

Figure 11 shows the association between accuuracy and the rate
of partially mismatched hyperedges for diffeerent sizes of the
population. It shows the rate of partiaally mismatched
hyperedges is increasing when growing the poppulation size. We
can say that the accuracy affected by the poppulation size and
the rate of partially mismatched hypeeredges in the
hypernetwork library.

VI.

CONCLU
USIONS

We designed an in vitro evolutionary molecular learning
method and simulated the algorithm
m by corpus style estimation
tasks. The algorithm was designed to
t make it possible learning
in molecular level environment. We
W could see the molecular
learning properties in the simullation results. The DNA
hypernetworks showed several properties of general machine
learning algorithms. They can be used
u
to estimate the style of
drama corpus from unknown
n test sentences. The
hypernetworks are learned by the evolutionary
e
operators such
as selection, mutation and amplification. These operations
drove the initial DNA population into the distribution of a
training data. The population size was one of the important
factors in the DNA hypernetwork
ks learning. A sufficiently
large size of the population was needed to derive good results
in the estimation process. Also th
he mutation process was a
crucial factor for the hypernetworks to make their discernments
as the estimators. We also found thaat some patterns of partially
mismatched hyperedges made th
he estimating performance
better. The hypernetworks is a kind
d of probabilistic graphical
model. The probabilistic graphicaal model is the machine
learning algorithm designed for sim
mulating a cognitive function
of human. This function includes in
nference, classification, and
clustering. We hope our novel apprroach gives an evolutionary
contribution to the simulation of co
ognitive function of human
in the formulation of machine learniing.
To realize a molecular machine leaarner, we have to perform a
wet-lab experiment which implements the proposed algorithm.
However, the state of the art techniques in molecular
computing have not yet arrived at a mature stage. There are
many problems for us to solve.. These obstacles include
generating organized random DNA
A sequences, synthesizing a
designed DNA sequence in laarge amounts, and cross
hybridization problem. Even though the situation is indeed
tough, we hope we can improve thee status of DNA computing
with the experimental protocols an
nd simulation results in this
paper.
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